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TOP STORY STOCKS 
1. Russia reportedly budgeted almost doubling of dividends from state-
owned companies in 2012-14  
VTB Capital  
23 May 2012 
 
25% payout by stateowned companies under final stage of consideration - positive 
for Transneft and state-owned energy companies 
 
News: According to Izvestia, Russia has budgeted for dividends from stateowned 
companies almost doubling: from RUB 85bn in 2011 to RUB 150bn in 2012-14. The 
proposal of the Ministry for Economic Development setting a 25% regulatory 
dividend payout requirement for state-owned companies and their subsidiaries is at 
the final stage of consideration, according to the paper. 
 
Separately, the Ministry of Finance is insisting that Rosneftegaz and Zarubezhneft 
transfer 95% of their earnings, although this has faced strong resistance from the 
Ministry of Energy. 
 
Our View: The continued focus on increasing payouts by state-owned companies will 
likely be perceived positively by the markets, with the companies most affected 
being in the energy sphere. Transneft is arguably the most leveraged to potential 
changes in the dividends approach: its dividend yield might increase from 1.5% to 
6.6% if it gets approved, although the company itself has been lobbying against this. 
It has stated that dividends should only be increased after the investment 
programme has been completed, somewhere after 2015. 
 
Back to top Olga Danilenko  
 
2. Vkontakte considering IPO 
 bne 
 May 21, 2012 
  
 Russia&#39;s largest social network VKontakte is in talks with investment banks 
over an IPO in New York in 2013, according to Bloomberg, following Russian search 
machine Yandex $1.3bn IPO in April 2012, and the $16bn IPO of the world&#39;s 
largest social network Facebook May 18. 
  
 40% of VKontakte’s is held by Russian Internet company Mail.ru Group Ltd. (MAIL), 
which cashed out of part of its stake in Facebook during the IPO. According to 



comScore Inc, VKontakte had 58m users worldwide in April 2012, 35.2m of which 
were in Russia.  
  
 According to a TV interview given by oligarch Alisher Usmanov, owner of 27% in 
Mail.ru, at the end of April 2012, Mail.ru has reached an agreement with Vkontakte 
CEO and founder Pavel Durov, owner of 12% in the company, to combine their 
stakes, with Mail.ru to have economic control and Durov voting power. This would 
make an IPO the optimal exit strategy for the other major shareholder businessman 
Vyacheslav Mirilashvili (60%) and Levied (8%), according to VTB Capital analysts.  
  
 According to business daily Vedomosti on 25 January, vkontakte attempted a 
private placement in 2011, but did not receive a satisfactory offer. Mail.ru valued VK 
at $3.75bn, according to Vedomosti, but wanted control of the company, which the 
other co-owners of VK are believed to have resisted. 
  
 Vyacheslav Mirilashvili is believed to own the shares on behalf of his father Mikhail, 
president of St Petersburg&#39;s casino chain Conti Group, who was jailed in 2001 
for seven years for kidnapping, and was a co-founder of vkontakte. 
  
  
  
3. Revisiting the $100bn question, upgrading Gazprom to BUY 
 Troika Dialog 
 22 May 2012 
  
 Gazprom’s share price is once again below the pre_ring_fence level. Every time this 
has happened, investors who took a positive stance on the stock made money. There 
are many well_known reasons why portfolio investors dislike Gazprom and continue 
to de_rate the stock. At the end of the day, last week’s carnage in the stock is just 
another reflection of how the outside world is grading the Russian government’s 
policies in the sector. 
  
 And yet, assuming the announced dividend is sustainable, its NPV discounted at 
10% (in a global zero_rate environment) covers two thirds of the company’s current 
share price. We do not believe that the money_hungry government will cut the 
dividend, hence providing some support to a company that still fully embraces 
recycling well over $40bn in brownfield free cash flow into NPV_negative capex. 
True, we remain deeply suspicious of the Russian government’s willingness to 
urgently reform the company. The market has difficulty valuing Gazprom even 
remotely properly; perhaps because one cannot see the end of bad news for 
Gazprom coming from bad capex, higher taxes and lower European gas prices. In 
addition, the company itself remains in total denial of all three factors, not realizing 
that they are interconnected. With a $40bn capex burden against less than $60bn in 
EBITDA, Gazprom is simply not ready to face lower gas prices in Europe, become 
more competitive or negotiate a fair tax deal with the Russian government, and 
move on. 
  
 And yet the stock is not priced for any reform anyhow. Hence, even cosmetic 
changes within the company’s commanding heights or its ongoing operations will 
boost the stock price. We feel the current valuation not only fully prices out such 
possibilities, but also suggests massive deterioration in business from here, without 
any offsetting factors. It is true that gas production, exports, domestic market share 
and export pricing will all be lower in the medium term, while taxes are on the rise. 



However, we also remind investors that their biggest concern – capex – is a moving 
variable, too, and responds to the changing external environment, though perhaps 
not as rapidly as we would like to see. 
  
 Our sum_of_the_parts valuation of Gazprom – which prices Yamal at only limited 
producing capacity and ignores any new market exposure, such as China – returns 
an NAV for the company of $196bn. Comparing this with a roughly $105bn market 
cap suggests the market is pricing about $91bn in value destruction coming from 
bad capex, lower European gas prices or higher Russian taxes. We can see about 
$36_40bn in capex that returns no value to minority shareholders, mostly coming 
from bypass pipelines. To arrive at the other $55bn, one has to believe that 
European gas prices will fall to $270/mcm (from the current realized $400/mcm), or 
taxes will double from the government_suggested levels. While both are possible, we 
are not ready to make such a pessimistic call yet. 
  

 
  
4. Tensions in Europe are making capital markets a challenging territory  
SEB  
May 22, 2012  
 
The task of European political leaders - striking a balance between austerity and 
growth - is a challenge that is having an impact on capital markets. Right now the 
focus is on whether or not Greece will stay in the euro zone, and we are choosing to 
maintain a high level of preparedness for the coming market turmoil.  
 
There are great tensions among voters because of the austerity programmes now 
under way around Europe, and the political picture will remain a risk factor for 



financial markets. The era of generous political programmes is past, and the 
consequences are painful. Meanwhile the solution to debt problems is economic 
growth.  
 
"Recent weak market performance has two main explanations. Conditions in the euro 
zone are familiar to investors, but their outcome is highly uncertain. Political tensions 
after the elections in Greece and France add a further dimension of uncertainty. The 
situation of Spain's banks is also creating turmoil in the markets, and until it is clear 
what the end result will be, this element of uncertainty will persist. The other main 
reason for the weak markets is that the global macroeconomic picture has recently 
been less vigorous than expected. The combination of slow real growth and financial 
problems is not good for capital markets, and stabilisation looks likely to be at least a 
month or so away," says Hans Peterson, Global Head of Investment Strategy at SEB 
Private Banking.  
 
In spite of everything, the markets offer potential for those with a healthy sense of 
selectiveness, althougn risk appetite remains low, according to Mr Peterson. He 
continues: "The search for returns has intensified. Above all, investors are seeking 
alternatives with limited or modest risk yet attractive returns. Corporate bonds, 
especially in the high yield segment, and emerging market bonds are two attractive 
fixed income alternatives. For those who are prepared to assume the risk involved in 
owning equities, companies with high dividend yields may be good alternatives." For 
investors, 2012 has largely been dominated by politics. The key task for European 
political leaders should be to create confidence and positive expectations among 
households and businesses, in order to generate demand for consumption and 
capital spending.  
 
"Which tools they use will vary, but the common element is that it will remain 
necessary to continue restoring order to public finances. Decision makers must 
ensure that households and businesses understand these actions. Their decisions 
must be perceived as credible, successful in the long term and, especially, as fair. 
But what is economically desirable is of course not always compatible with what is 
political feasible. The risk is that there will be greater focus on easing public belt-
tightening requirements and less focus on measures that will increase optimism and 
growth," says Lars Gunnar Aspman, Senior Economist at Investment Strategy.  
 
5. Number of private equity funds ready to make transactions in Russia is 
increasing   
bne  
25 May, 2012   
 
25% of foreign private equity funds stated their intention to increase transactions on 
the markets in Russia and the CIS in October 2011. In April, their number increased 
to 48%, according to the survey of over 150 managers of total assets worth over 
$1.5tn conducted by Ernst&Young.  In the first quarter, the number of transactions 
with the participation of private equity funds in Russia was about a half of 
transactions made in 2011: 34 versus 67, according to mergers.ru. The amount of 
transactions equaled $1bn versus $4.8bn.  
6. Best Russian dividend stocks to hold  
Uralsib 
20 May 2012 
 



High-yielding stocks set to enhance performance of Russian equity portfolios. We 
expect stocks with high dividend yields to continue beating the Russian market, 
helping investors generate superior returns. This trend is set to sustain itself in the 
medium term due to weak earnings growth, increased volatility, low valuation 
multiples, subpar economic growth that translates into poor earnings visibility, and a 
larger focus on cash generation and corporate governance. We also note investors’ 
continuing preference for instruments with higher current yields, as indicated by 
consistent inflows to dividend-focused funds globally. The Russian government 
appears as committed as ever to extracting economic benefits from state-owned 
companies via increasing dividend payouts. We thus expect the Russian market to 
continue its gradual rise up the scale of dividend attractiveness, with investors 
paying greater attention to the top-yielding names. 
 
Dividend stocks are strong outperformers. There is strong evidence that high-
dividend stocks outperform the broader Russian market. We have scrutinized the 
performance of dividend names over the past four years, and foresee this trend 
strengthening further in the medium to long term. Outperformance is understandably 
more pronounced at times of low valuation multiples. Our study indicates that 
whether investors held names that paid the best dividends for the preceding 12 
months (a backward-looking approach) or names that would yield the highest 
dividends over the next year (a forward-looking approach), total returns have 
reflected annualized abnormal returns of 27% and 40%, respectively, for stocks with 
tolerable liquidity. 
 
Top dividend names to hold. We believe that stocks with the highest expected 
dividends over the next 12 months will keep beating the market. However, given the 
currently low 12-month earnings visibility for many stocks under our coverage, we 
also focus on stocks with high historical dividend yields, which our analysts believe 
have a good chance of sustaining their dividends next year. These are first and 
foremost a variety of preferred shares of companies in different industries, namely 
TNK-BP, Mechel, Bank St. Petersburg, Tatneft, Surgutneftegas and Rostelecom. 
Common stocks of more defensive VimpelCom and MTS in the telecom sector, 
Raspadskaya that aims to pay all its profits as dividends, and Gazprom and Gazprom 
Neft in the oil and gas universe also offer good opportunities and should not be 
ignored by investors given the strong fundamental upsides on top of the high 
dividend yields. A full list of these names, with historical and expected dividend 
yields, is shown in the table on the right. 
 
7. Confusion rains over privatization plans 
 bne 
 May 25, 2012 
  
 The Kremlin's plans to privatize stakes in energy and oil sectors were made more 
convoluted May 24 by a presidential decree that seem to appoint obscure state 
holding company Rosneftegaz as a special purpose vehicle to 'privatize' state stakes 
- adding a new meaning to the word 'privatization'.  
  
 Former deputy prime minister for energy sector, now CEO of oil giant Rosneft, Igor 
Sechin, was named chairman of the board of Rosneftegaz in a runup to the cabinet 
reshuffle May 22 that saw him lose his government job.  
  
 Sechin has opposed privatization of state stakes while stock market valuations are 
so low due to the Eurozone crisis. The new plan according a presidential decree 



published May 24 is for Rosneftegaz, the vehicle by which the state holds 75.16% in 
Rosneft, to become an investor in state companies subject to privatization, i.e. to 
effectively buy the stakes being sold by the state property fund according to the 
privatization programme.  
  
 Putin made comments to the effect that energy companies need additional funding 
before privatization and Rosneftegaz could provide this.  
  
 Effectively this seems to means that state-owned and Sechin-run Rosneftegaz will 
'privatise' the stakes in the energy companies, and then keep hold of them until 
market conditions improve. In particular RusHydro, Federal Grid Company and 
InterRAO UES could be sold to Rosneftegaz at "market prices", after which it can 
take care of them, Vedomosti cites an unnamed source as saying.  
  
 Roseneftegaz already owns the state stake in Rosneft, and it is unclear how the new 
role the company is to play will impact on plans to sell down the stake's 75% stake 
to a controlling stake. 
  
 "We understand that Rosneftegas may acquire more government-controlled firms 
and may have to recapitalize some of them using dividends, and possibly 
privatization proceeds, from others," write Uralsib analysts. "That should increase 
the sale price of those state companies that seem seriously undervalued right now." 
  
 "Investors may be disappointed with the de facto postponement of the privatization 
of these companies and with their quasi-privatization by a state-owned entity, 
meaning an effective shift of these assets from one pocket to another," says Alfa 
Bank analysts. "On the other hand, we consider this move an attempt by the 
government to boost the value of these companies before they are privatized, and 
Rosneftegaz is a special vehicle that is supposed to be in charge of making pre-sale 
preparation of assets." 
  
  
8. FESCO: New Shareholder to Take Charge? 
VTB Capital 
May 21, 2012 
 
Kommersant reports today that Sergey Generalov, the controlling shareholder of 
FESCO, is in talks to sell his 56% stake in the company to Summa for USD 1bn. This 
more than doubles yesterday’s market valuation implying USD 0.61 price per share 
(close to our DCF-based 12-mo TP of USD 0.60). With a potential sale triggering a 
mandatory buyout offer to other shareholders, this could provide an opportunity to 
exit the stock at close to our DCF-based 12-month TP. Strategically, Summa might 
bring benefits for FESCO by its strong lobbying power and possibly renewed strategy 
for FESCO. 
 
According to the paper, Summa has applied to the Federal Anti-Monopoly Service, 
and negotiations might be finished by the end of June. Interestingly, despite FESCO 
having already reached an agreement with Neftetransservice to sell its non-container 
part of Transgarant, the latter might also be sold to Summa (the penalty is USD 
25mn) along with other of FESCO’s assets, including 21% in TransContainer. 
 



The aforementioned valuation is significantly ahead of yesterday’s Mcap of USD 
845mn, thereby implying a hefty 111% premium. At USD 0.61 per share, this means 
2012F EV/EBITDA of 6.7x and P/E of 12.0x (excluding 21% stake in TransContainer). 
 
We think that the stock could soar, as minority shareholders might be able to play on 
the high valuation due to the potential sale triggering a mandatory offer to other 
shareholders (although we note the risk of that being avoided). Generalov might be 
willing to exit the company having failed to accumulate control over TransContainer 
in light of Russian Railways’ firm opposition to sell its stake.  
 
Even strategically, we think that Summa might have a stronger lobby and we do not 
rule out that Summa could help bringing about progress in a TransContainer 
privatisation. It could also develop a new strategy (similar to NCSP), which would be 
positive for FESCO. According to Kommersant, there are no plans to merge FESCO 
with Summa’s other key asset, NCSP (Summa jointly controls the company with 
Transneft). 
 
9. Mail.ru: Partially cashing out of Facebook at a high price but volatility 
could increase 
UralSib 
May 21, 2012 
 
Target price raised to $41/GDR but Hold rating reiterated. With Facebook’s IPO, 
Mail.ru (MAIL LI – Hold) successfully monetized part of its exposure to Facebook, 
cashing out of non-core assets at an attractive price, which we welcome. Following 
the revision of our model to adjust for the cash received by Mail.ru as well as 
Facebook’s IPO pricing, we have raised our target price by 5% to $41/GDR, which 
still implies only limited upside from current levels. Thus, we reiterate our Hold 
recommendation for the stock and assume that, should the stock rally in the coming 
days, investors in Russian internet stocks should use this op- portunity to fix profits 
and switch into Yandex, which is more attractively priced. 
 
Mail.ru to become more volatile in the short term. Following the IPO investors will 
probably show much interest in Facebook shares, as the IPO was reportedly 
oversubscribed by fivefold. This in turn may provide support for Mail.ru shares in the 
short term. However, we see risks for Mail.ru minorities in the long term. First, 
Facebook’s public status may draw off those Mail.ru investors who entered Mail.ru 
seeking exposure to then-private Facebook. Also, Mail.ru still has significant 
exposure to Facebook and, once speculative interest in Facebook settles down, it 
could negatively affect Mail.ru’s share price. Facebook shares themselves could be 
quite volatile given that the placement implies extremely high valuations from a 
fundamental point of view. Facebook’s IPO valuation corresponds to a P/E of 107, 
which would place the company among the top-3 most expensive companies on the 
S&P 500. Hence, any failure to met expectations could have a very negative effect 
on the stock. 
 



 
 
10. PPF investor may acquire Nomos stake 
Alfa Bank 
May 21, 2012 
 
PPF, which owns 26.5% of Nomos Bank, may divest a portion of its stake in the bank 
to Jiri Smejc, who is selling his 5% stake in PPF Group and some of its assets, 
according to press reports. Smejc will receive cash as well as stakes in Piraeus Bank 
(Greece), Home Credit (a consumer credit lender operating primarily in Russia), and 
Nomos Bank. 
 
While details are not yet available, we view a potential decline in PPF’s ownership 
below a blocking stake (25%) as slightly NEGATIVE from a governance perspective 
as it would effectively strengthen the position of the bank’s largest shareholder, IST 
Group, which holds slightly below 50%. 
 
 

NEWS STOCKS 
11. Second-largest outflow from Russia in 2012  
 UralSib 
 25 May 2012 
  
 Fifth consecutive week of outflows from Russia funds. Russiadedicated funds 
recorded outflows of $93 mln, or 0.72% of assets under management, for the week 
through to Wednesday. Both traditional funds and ETFs suffered from investors 
taking money off the table, with the former losing $33 mln and the latter down by 
$59.6 mln. Thus, this marked a fifth consecutive week of outflows from Russia-
dedicated funds, which leaves the total YtD flows at a positive $930 mln. This was 
the second largest weekly outflow from Russian funds this year. 
  
 GEM funds survive, as regional EM funds suffer. On the GEM level the $79 mln in 
outflows from the BRIC fund category was fully offset by GEM funds taking in $82 
mln, which is a negligible amount given the total $320 bln of AUM in this fund 
category. Investors are still more focused on European issues and are in no rush to 
dramatically cut their holdings in emerging market equities. Total YtD inflows into 
the GEM fund category remained a positive $19.3 bln as of last week. On the country 
and regional level, however, outflows continued with regional and country funds 
specialized in LatAm suffering more serious outflows, in fact the largest weekly 
outflow since last August. The total outflow for the region stood at $528 mln (1.36% 
of AUM), compared to $768 mln (0.35% of AUM) in outflows for Asian funds and 
$238 mln (0.67% of AUM) for EMEA. 
  



 Outflows to continue, but on a smaller scale. We anticipated that April and May 
would be a period of outflows from Russiadedicated funds. Hence, we are not 
surprised by the direction of the flows. However, given the very sharp decline in the 
Russian market in May, we believed the outflows reported would have been even 
larger than they were. During the market volatility last August weekly outflows 
reached $500 mln from Russia funds, while the December protests led to weekly 
outflows of $100-200 mln. This may be because the most sensitive investors left the 
highly volatile Russian funds in May 2011 – January 2012. Hence, the market seems 
to be dominated by funds that can withstand serious market falls without suffering 
from big redemptions, which may serve as a support factor in the medium term. 
  
 Slava Smolyaninov  
  
  

 
  
  
  
12. FFMS suggests a delay in lifting of limits on DRs share  
VTB Capital 
May 24, 2012 
 
--- no new timeline is suggested --- could push back NOMOS SPO --- will not affect 
BKM acquisition, in our view 
 
News: Interfax has quoted the Deputy Head of the Federal Financial Markets Service 
(FFMS) Elena Kuritsina as saying that the lifting of the limit on DR placements 
(currently 25%) might be postponed. She did not present any new timeline as no 
final decision has been taken yet. According to her, such a measure would only be 
possible after the introduction of a competitive infrastructure in Russia, while the 
launch of a new central depository has not been completed. It had been expected 
that the new rules would come into effect as of 1 January 2013. Kuritsina explained 



that currently, the regulator was discussing the market development terms that 
would make it possible to lift the limits. 
 
Our View: This might delay NOMOS bank’s SPO (it had been pencilled in for 1Q13) 
until the limits on the share of DRs have been lifted. An SPO would allow the bank to 
raise capital to acquire the remaining share in BKM bank (44% stake). Currently, 
GDRs account for 21% of total shares, while we assume the size of an SPO at USD 
200mn, which is approximately 10% of the bank’s current Mcap. However, we do not 
expect the delay to affect the bank’s plans to purchase BKM shares as management 
had earlier guided that the bank’s shareholders (i.e. PPF and ICT Group) might 
acquire the stake in BKM while NOMOS would puchase it from them upon completion 
of an SPO. ?We are reiterating our positive view on the stock and our Buy 
recommendation, with NOMOS being relatively resilient to recent external 
headwinds: in May, the stock is down 20% vs. Sberbank’s 22% drop, while YTD the 
bank is the best performer in our Russian coverage universe, outperforming 
Sberbank by 11%. 
 
13. Facebook Meltdown Leaves Upside For Russian Stakeholders 
RIA Novosti 
May 24, 2012 
 
Despite a market debut which has seen its share price slump 18 percent since its 
Friday listing, the Facebook IPO has provided an upside for major Russian investors 
in the world’s largest social media company, analysts told RIA Novosti on 
Wednesday. 
 
After listing at $38 per share in a $16 billion public offering which valued the whole 
company at $104 billion, Facebook has taken a hammering in the markets this week. 
It lost 8.9 percent in Wednesday trade alone, taking it down 18 percent Friday’s 
opening, against a backdrop of claims its IPO may have been mishandled by lead 
underwriter, Morgan Stanley, volatile global investor sentiment, and a more 
widespread perception its market debut had been hyped too far. 
 
The allegations about the information available to investors have prompted a U.S. 
federal probe into whether specific investors received privileged information ahead of 
the IPO that should have been shared more widely. 
 
Underwriting banks, led by Morgan Stanley, increased the size of the offer by 25 
percent, and priced this at the very top of the proposed $34-$38 range despite 
cutting revenue growth forecasts when the social network group revised its 
prospectus, and it has been suggested that JPMorgan and Goldman Sachs analysts 
alerted clients of Facebook’s lower growth forecasts in the days before its IPO. 
 
Despite the selloff, analysts polled by RIA Novosti said such a fall was not unusual. 
 
RMG Securities analyst, Kseniya Arutyunova, said that the hype surrounding the 
public debut, the worlds largest this year, had triggered investor expectations that 
were always going to be hard to meet. Now this was being reversed with the share 
slump leading to concerns which were also being exaggerated. 
 
“This is an absolutely typical situation when the shares surge above the IPO price in 
the first hours of trading and then fall. Another thing is that the scope of this fall 



causes some surprise because the company has demonstrated negative dynamics in 
the past few days… which is an alarming signal,” she said. 
 
“To my mind, this is because shares go into free float and investors want to see 
more good news from Facebook to raise their optimistic look at the company. This 
news background should be quite powerful, considering that investment companies 
considered Facebook to be overpriced already during the flotation.” 
 
Investcafe analyst Ilya Rachenkov said the situation was standard for any IPO. 
 
“Companies normally start IPOs with their stock overpriced and the fall in share 
prices below the offer price is a private case and there is nothing extraordinary about 
that. The story with Facebook is also aggravated by the fact that there was very 
much anxiety about the flotation, fuelled by the mass media. Besides, lawsuits 
against Morgan Stanley, the Nasdaq technical failure (at the start of the Facebook 
IPO) and the overall negative market situation also played their role,” he said. 
 
Rachenkov also said Russian Internet companies Mail.ru Group and DST Global, who 
are Facebook minority shareholders, will book significant profits from the IPO, 
despite the subsequent share price tumble. 
 
“As for Mail.ru Group and DST, the Facebook IPO has been advantageous for them. 
These two companies received large revenues from that,” he said. 
 
According to Kommersant business daily, Mail.ru sold some of its voting stock during 
the Facebook IPO, reducing its stake from 3.1 percent to just 2.3 percent while 
Digital Sky Technologies (DST), a Russia-based international investment firm focused 
solely on the Internet sector, reduced its voting stock from 5.5 percent to 5.2 
percent during the Facebook IPO. 
 
“Mail.ru still has Facebook shares on its balance sheet. It is understandable that the 
price of this share package is falling with these market price fluctuations. But in any 
case, they have made a good deal by selling part of the Facebook shares. Even if 
they sell the remaining stock at a reduced price, they will still get good revenues,” 
Rachenkov added. 
 
RMG Securities analyst Kseniya Arutyunova also highlighted the capacity of the 
Russian companies to cash out some of their stake at a good price, adding that she 
was unaware of significant Russian shareholders buying into Facebook as part of the 
IPO. 
 
“Some investors have been able to monetize their stakes in the process of the IPO. I 
am speaking about Mail.ru, which has successfully sold part of its share package 
actually at the highest price. As for other investors, as far as I know, other Russian 
investors virtually took no part in the IPO and those who wanted to withdraw from 
the Facebook capital had been able to do so,” she said. 
 
A Mail.ru spokesperson told RIA Novosti that the company, as a Facebook 
shareholder would not comment on the Facebook market developments while DST 
was unavailable for comment. 
 
Arutyunova said strategic investors would not yield to panic around Facebook right 
now, considering that other Internet companies also registered stock price declines. 



 
14. Rostelecom acquires 26% stake in Mosteleset for RUB1.8 bln 
UralSib 
May 24, 2012 
 
Share in Moscow pay-TV operator increased to 100% ... National 
Telecommunications, 100% owned by Rostelecom (RTKM – Buy), acquired 26% in 
pay-TV and broadband provider Mosteleset for RUB1.8 bln ($57 mln) on Tuesday, 
Interfax reported. After the deal, Rostelecom will consolidate 100% of Mosteleset, 
which provides pay-TV services and operates a social TV services cable network in 
Moscow to roughly 3 mln households through its 100% subsidiary Mostelecom. The 
consolidation of Mostele- set will strengthen Rostelecom’s position in the attractive 
Moscow market. 
 
... which should support rapidly growing Moscow business. Ros-?telecom entered the 
Moscow broadband market in early 2011?through acquisition of 72% in National 
Telecommunications (NTK)?for RUB28 bln ($0.9 mln), bringing its share to 100% in 
February?2012. As of the end of 2011, Rostelecom had only a 9% subscriber?share 
of the Moscow broadband market, still far from its biggest?competitors MTS (MBT US 
– Buy) and VimpelCom (VIP US – Buy),?with 27% and 21% market share, 
respectively, according to AC&M?Consulting. However, NTK’s business in Moscow is 
rapidly expanding:?the number of active broadband subscribers throughout 2011 in-
?creased by 89% YoY from 154,000 to 292,000, while the broader?market rose only 
by 9%. The pay-TV subscriber base grew sevenfold?to 58,000. During the 
consolidation with Svyazinvest, Rostelecom will?further strengthen its positions in 
the Moscow region through the?acquisition of Central Telegraph, which operates 
under the Qwerty brand and had 6.5% market share as of the end of 2011. 
 
Consolidation with Svyazinvest remains a key driver for the stock. We generally 
welcome the completion of Mosteleset’s consolidation as it is in line with 
Rostelecom’s strategy of expansion into the lucrative Moscow market. We remain 
positive on Rostelecom which should benefit from the growing broadband penetration 
in Russia and view the consolidation with Svyazinvest, which should be completed in 
2013, as the key trigger for the stock in the mid-term. We therefore reiterate our 
Buy recommen- dation on the stock, which is traded at a 2012E EV/EBITDA of 3.6 
and offers upside of 71% to our target price of $6.3/share. We recommend investors 
to buy preferred shares, which are traded at a discount of 32% to common shares. 
 
15. Rostelecom's unit may buy 49% stake in Makomnet  
bne 
 24 May, 2012  
 
 Rostelecom's broadband subsidiary National Telecommunications (NTC) may acquire 
a 49% stake in fiber optic main line operator Makomnet from Moscow's metro 
authorities, Vedomosti reported.  The Russian Auction House said that NTC 
consolidated its stake in telecommunications company Mosteleset by acquiring a 
26% stake in the firm from the Moscow city government.  The terms of the auction 
for a 26% stake in Mosteleset did not envisage the sale of a stake in Makomnet. 
Rostelecom, however, has reached a preliminary agreement on a deal with the city 
government and metro authorities.  
 

OTHER NEWS STOCKS 



16. Globaltrans: we revised our 12-mo TP up 11% to USD 24/GDR  
VTB Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
- on value-creative acquisition of Metalloinvesttrans, slightly better 2011, faster fleet 
expansion and rolling out valuation date - Buy affirmed - Globaltrans remains our top 
pick 
 
News: We published our report Globaltrans: A Posse ad Esse! yesterday. 
 
Our View: 12-month Target Price revised up, Buy reiterated. The acquisition of 
Metalloinvesttrans, slightly better than expected 2011 financials and faster fleet 
expansion, together with rolling out our valuation date, have led us to increase our 
DCF-derived 12-mo TP for the stock 11% to USD 24/GDR, which now implies 46% 
upside potential from current quotes. Recent developments further strengthen our 
positive stance on Globaltrans and we are reaffirming our preference for the stock as 
our favourite pick in the transportation universe. Globaltrans trades at 4.7x 2013F 
EV/EBITDA, 30% below global peers, while 2013F P/E of 6.4x provides a 40% 
discount to international companies. ?Long-awaited value-creative M&A. As 
Globaltrans paid USD 540mn for Metalloinvesttrans, which we estimate has a fair 
value of USD 700mn, we believe the deal will bring in an extra USD 160mn in value 
to Globaltrans’ shareholders, or USD 1.0/GDR. The acquired company was valued at 
attractive multiples of 3.9x 2011 EV/EBITDA and USD 65,407 per railcar, implying 
hefty 39% and 18% discounts to Globaltrans pre-acquisition. Synergies, market 
share expansion to 7.2% in 2013 (vs. 6.0% excluding Metalloinvesttrans) and a 
contract securing Metalloinvest’s cargo transportation are also appealing aspects of 
the deal. Leverage still looks more than comfortable, with 2012F total debt/EBITDA 
of 2.3x and net debt/EBITDA of 1.8x.?M&A and fast organic expansion to deliver 
CAGRs in 2012-21F of 11% for EBITDA, 12% on the bottom line and 9% in adjusted 
sales.?More M&As on the cards. MMK-trans could be another potential target. With a 
proven ability of buying assets at a cheap valuation, the possible transaction is yet 
another driver. As Globaltrans’ management controls 22.5% in MMK-trans, this 
related-party transaction is likely to be carried out at an attractive valuation. 
 
17. Minister of Energy sees reasonable ground behind potential MRSK 
Holding and FSK merger  
VTB Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
--- no final decision yet -- any possible outcome leaves the cumulative value of 
gridcos unchaged --- move of management function is seen as more probable 
scenario 
 
News: Yesterday, Interfax quoted Alexander Novak, the new Minister of Energy, as 
saying that a special commission would be created to decide on possible corporate 
actions over FSK and MRSK, and the potential switch to a single share or the move 
of MRSK Holding under FSK’s management.?According to the newswire, both 
companies have made the first step towards potential corporate action: FSK has 
submitted its application to FAS to get MRSK Holding under management, while 
MRSK Holding’s BoD has approved the agenda for the forthcoming AGM, including 
the question over the transfer under FSK’s management. 
Our View: We see development scenarios ranging from 100% consolidation of the 
grids to a continuation of the privatisation plans. However, we believe that each of 



the possible outcomes leaves the cumulative value of the gridcos unchanged. 
Consolidation, however, is still subject to a decision by the special commission. The 
advantages of this scenario could be achieved in other ways, we believe, while the 
downside includes lengthy corporate procedures that could trigger RUB 50-150bn to 
be spent by the gridcos on minority buyouts (half of the annual grid capex). At this 
stage, we see the scenario in which the management function over MRSK moves to 
FSK as the most probable. However, it does not contradict the MRSKs grids’ 
development, including privatisation plans. 
 
18. Rostelecom increases its shareholding in Mosteleset to 100% 
Renaissance Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
Event: Rostelecom announced yesterday (24 May) that its subsidiary National 
Telecommunications (NTK) has won a tender to acquire 1.74bn ordinary shares 
(representing a 26% shareholding) in Mosteleset for a total cash consideration of 
RUB1.8bn. Mosteleset owns data and pay-TV networks in Moscow, which are used by 
NTK to provide services to their subscribers. According to the terms of the tender, 
the sale agreement should be signed and the transaction concluded in the near 
future. NTK’s acquisition of a 26% stake in Mosteleset gives Rostelecom 100% 
control of Mosteleset. 
 
Action: We believe the full consolidation of Mosteleset should allow Rostelecom to 
extract the full benefit from expansion in Moscow. 
 
Rationale: The increase of its shareholding in Mosteleset to 100% will allow 
Rostelecom to upgrade its network faster and improve the quality of service to 
subscribers, in our view. 
 
19. VTB Capital announces the closing transaction of shares purchases in 
Zapadnaya Gold Mining Ltd. 
VTB Capital  
24 May 2012 
 
VTB Capital has acquired a minority stake in Zapadnaya Gold Mining Ltd (ZGML), a 
gold mining company that has great potential in the exploration and production of 
gold. The company has more than 25 years of experience and has successfully 
worked across the gold value chain in Eastern Siberia. 
 
Tim Demchenko, Head of Private Equity and Special Situations at VTB Capital said: 
"This transaction is VTB Capital’s first project in the gold mining industry, and we 
want to continue to develop our private equity business in this direction. We see 
great a potential for greater production of gold, and look forward together to working 
with ZGML’s management to transform the company into an industry leader.” Pavel 
Babarykin, Chairman of the Board of Directors of Zapadnaya Gold Mining Ltd., said: 
"Attracting investment capital in this way gives us extra confidence that we will 
complete construction of the Alexandrovsky mine and modernise the Kedrovsky mine 
exploration according to schedule. It will also allow us to execute a medium-term 
program that would significantly increase gold mining stocks and the growth of 
reserves in Yakutia, and Zabaykalsky, as well as the Republic of Buryatia.” 
 
20. VimpelCom Ltd might not get cash from Russia  



VTB Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
--- dividends at group level are at risk --- unlikely to harm OJSC VimpelCom's daily 
operations at this stage 
 
News: According to Kommersant, the Moscow Arbitration Court has banned OJSC 
VimpelCom and VimpelCom Ltd from implementing the decisions from the former’s 
EGM of 21 May, including paying dividends and making foreign cash transfers. Nor 
will the auditors or the company's Board of Directors be able to make any decisions. 
According to the paper, the court's decision was made on 23 May as an injunction 
linked to the Federal Anti-Monopoly Service's claim that Telenor breached the 
Russian law on foreign investments when it increased its stake in VimpelCom Ltd to 
39.5% earlier this year. 
 
Our View: This development is clearly negative for VimpelCom Ltd as it questions the 
possibility of the holding company paying out the remaining dividends for 2011 (USD 
0.35/share) which were due to be paid in June 2012. And while we think that there is 
not much risk for OJSC VimpelCom’s daily operations, the court's decision might put 
additional pressure on VimpelCom Ltd's stock price as the case could potentially be 
drawn out, limiting the company's ability to pay out dividends. We note that 
VimpelCom Ltd is currently able to share dividends mainly from Russian and 
Ukrainian cash flows, with the former being the largest. The court's decision might 
also limit capex in Pakistan and Bangladesh.?We note that the court is to start 
hearing the case on 17 October. ?We also note that Altimo and Bertofan (holders of 
128mn preferred shares, 6.2% of total number of shares or 7.9% of ordinary shares) 
will be able to convert their preferred shares into ordinaries starting from 15 
October. 
 
21. Gazprom buys 17.24% stake in Minudobreniya   
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
Gazprom acquired a 17.24% stake in Voronezh Region-based fertilizer producer 
Minudobreniya via Gazprom Mezhregiongaz, fertilizer producer announced.  Financial 
details of the deal were not disclosed. 
 

IPO, SPO, ADRs, GDRs, PLACEMENT 
22. Regions Group Developer Unveils IPO Plans 
RIA Novosti 
24 May 2012 
 
Regions Group, a Russian developer controlled by the family of Zelimkhan Mutsoyev, 
co-owner of leading fertilizer producer Silvinit, hopes to hold an initial public offering 
(IPO) but not before 2013 when global markets stabilize, Kommersant business daily 
reported on Thursday. 
 
The developer plans to sell about 24 percent of its stock, but did not disclose where 
it would float. 
 
The company’s owners value its business at around $1.5-2 billion. Regions will use 
the capital raised for purchasing shopping malls in the Russian regions. 



 
Regions Group consolidates over 20 companies engaged in the construction and 
management of shopping centers. The company’s portfolio of projects includes 1.6 
million square meters of floorspace. 
 
In mid-April, O1 Properties, a Russian private investment and development firm 
owned by businessman Boris Mints, announced plans to hold a London IPO to raise 
at least $425 million to buy Moscow business centers Ducat Place III and Silver City 
and repay debts. 
 
O1 Properties suspended its IPO plans in early May, however, due to unfavorable 
market conditions. 
 
23. Russian Machines plans to make IPO within 3 years in Asia, Canada, and 
US  
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
Engineering company Russian Machines, the main shareholder of GAZ Group, plan to 
make an IPO in Asia, Canada, or the U.S. within three years, the company's 
Chairman Siegfried Wolf said, cited by Prime.  "We are ready to begin working in this 
direction as soon as the market allows it," Wolf said. 
24. Source sees Sberbank as only Russian organizer of MegaFon’s IPO  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
Sberbank is expected to be the only Russian bank among the organizers of a 
proposed IPO of MegaFon, a source familiar with the deal said, Prime reported.  The 
terms of the deal are still under discussion.  The source also said that the proposed 
IPO may not take place in 2012.  According to earlier reports, MegaFon hopes to 
raise $4bn at the IPO, which could take place as early as in June-August. The 
operator plans to offer up to 20% of its shares on the LSE. 
25. IPO of RTS-MICEX is aimed to improve investment conditions  
bne  
23 May, 2012   
 
The IPO of merged RTS-MICEX bourse, which was scheduled for the end of 2012 or 
the beginning of 2013, is aimed solely at creating favorable investment conditions 
and not at capital recovery, the Central Bank of Russia’s First Deputy Chairman 
Alexei Ulyukayev said, cited by Prime.  “The stock exchange is a highly capitalized 
institution; it does not suffer great need for capital. The IPO will have institutional 
functions… We must make a high-quality deal to show that we can meet investors’ 
needs,” he said. 
26. Regions Group of Companies considers IPO   
bne   
24 May, 2012   
 
Property developer Regions Group of Companies, controlled by Zelimkhan Mutsoyev, 
could make an IPO, Kommersant reported citing co-owner of the group Amiran 
Mutsoyev.  The group estimated its value at $1.5bn-2bn. The offering could take 
place no earlier than 2013.  "Now we are holding talks with potential organizers. The 
plan of the offering is yet to be defined," Amiran Mutsoyev said. 



27. Rostekhnologii may hold IPO for 5 units in 5 years  
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
State-owned industrial company Rostekhnologii is preparing its five affiliate holdings 
including Russian Helicopters, Urals Optical and Mechanical Plant or UOMZ and 
Ruselecteronics for IPO, Rostekhnologii's CEO Sergei Chemezov said, cited by 
Prime.  "Russian Helicopters is ready for the IPO, and we are monitoring how the 
Russian market reacts to this," Chemezov said.  In the next five years all five 
affiliates are expected to make IPOs, with the government deciding on the amount of 
shares to be offered, he added. 
 

BUY BACKS, SHARE ISSUES 
28. Mail.ru Group restarts GDR buyback programme 
Renaissance Capital 
May 23, 2012 
 
Event: Yesterday (22 May), Mail.ru Group announced its intention to renew a GDR 
buyback programme. 
 
Action: We reiterate our BUY rating and TP of $48/GDR for Mail.ru, and our HOLD 
rating and TP of $23.9/share for Yandex. 
 
Rationale: In October 2011, the company set aside $35mn for buying back shares 
and spent about $20.5mn of this in 4Q11, buying around 650k shares at an average 
price of $31.5/GDR. Thus, the company still has $14.5mn that it can use to support 
the share price, which has been declining post the Facebook IPO. Currently, Mail.ru 
trades at a discount to Yandex of 28% on 2012E and 33% on 2013E EV/EBITDA. 
Shares in Mail.ru trade at 11.3x 2012E and 9.0x 2013E EV/EBITDA, while shares in 
Yandex trade at 14.5x and 12.0x, respectively. We find the discount at which Mail 
trades relative to Yandex difficult to understand, since the companies have a similar 
medium-term growth outlook, and we believe this valuation gap could narrow. 
 
29. OGK_2 BoD recommends placing 110 bln new shares 
Troika Dialog 
23 May 2012 
 
OGK_2’s BoD recommended that shareholders approve the placement of 110 bln 
new shares (par value of R0.3627 apiece) via open subscription. The board has yet 
to determine the new share issue price. Payment for new shares will be in cash. The 
share issue is needed only to finance investment projects under capacity supply 
contracts (Russian abbreviation: DPM), according to Gazprom Energoholding (GEH). 
Taking into account the investment program’s considerable volume and the limited 
resources of own funds and debt, this is needed for the timely financing and launch 
of assets under DPM, according to the company. Core shareholder GEH (currently 
holds a 57.6% stake) reportedly intends to participate to retain its stake. 
 
Troika’s view: The plan to review the new share issue was announced last week. The 
current number of OGK_2 shares is 59.3 bln, so the new issue volume could be 
considerable (increase by a maximum of 185%), but the lion’s share will most likely 
be bought by GEH and the actual volume placed will be smaller. The impact will 
depend on the new share issue price. It cannot be below the par value of R0.3627 



per share (19% below the current market price). This presents some dilution risk for 
OGK_2 minority shareholders. We estimate the debt/EBITDA at circa 3.0 as of end 
2012, so the debt level is already rather high. 
 
In mid_February, during GEH’s investor day, it was stated that OGK_2’s capex for 
2012 is fully backed by financial resources, but that the management would revise 
the 2013 capex financing mechanism at mid_summer. The management did not rule 
out OGK_2 having to conduct a new share issue in 2013, though this would be the 
least preferable option. As such, the news does not come as a complete surprise. 
 
Alexander_Kotikov  
 
30. Severstal - Slowdown Expected, Share Buyback to Support Stock; 1Q12 
IFRS Preview 
UralSib 
23 May 2012 
 
EBITDA to decline 19% to $619 mln. Severstal (SVST LI – Buy) will release 1Q12 
IFRS results tomorrow, which are likely to show a further slowdown in earnings and 
profitability on the back of softening steel and raw material prices. We expect 
revenues to stay almost flat QoQ at $3.7 bln, as the decrease in revenues from its 
Russian steel operations should be offset by the strong performance at its North 
American division. EBITDA should decline 19% QoQ to $619 mln due to pressure 
from ruble appreciation on cash costs in the Russian mining and steel divisions. We 
expect solid net income of $425 mln (down 8% QoQ), which should be driven by 
inclusion of NordGold’s net income for 2M12, a forex gain from the strengthening 
ruble, and other potential accounting one-offs from the deconsolidation of Nord Gold 
in 1Q12. 
 
Share buyback could support stock. We believe that the further slowdown in 1Q12 
profit was largely expected by the market and that the results are unlikely to have a 
major impact on the stock. The company is to host a conference call at 16.30 
Moscow time. We will focus mainly on the 2Q12 profit guidance and 2H12 steel-
market outlook. 
 
Export steel prices have slipped again in May after consolidating in March and April, 
with the CIS HRC price down from $645/ton in March to $590-600/ton, as steel 
markets continue to discount a European recession and possible hard landing in 
China this year. On a positive note, Severstal launched a share buyback yesterday at 
RUB390/share (a 7% premium to the current market price), which should support 
the stock. The offer is open until 19 June, with the settlement expected in early July. 
We reiterate our positive view on the name. 
 
31. Uralkali resumes buyback 
Troika Dialog 
23 May 2012 
 
Uralkali reported yesterday that the company acquired 11.5 mln shares last week at 
an average price of $35.03 per GDR, i.e. spending $80.4 mln. 
 
Troika’s view: This is the first purchase since end January, when the company put 
the buyback on hold. This lent some support to the share price, which lost just 5% 
while the RTS Index dropped 12%. 



 
To date, Uralkali has spent $480 mln, or 19.4% of the total $2.5 bln buyback 
program. At $35.00 per GDR, the company could effectively acquire another 26% of 
the free float, though we do not expect it to do so. 
 
Potash markets are in decent shape now, as spot prices have stabilized and volumes 
are increasing. We expect Uralkali to generate $2.7 bln in EBITDA and $1.4 bln in 
pre_financing cash flow this year. We are neutral on the stock on valuation grounds, 
though it could be sort of a safe haven in the current volatile environment, given the 
ongoing buyback. 
 
Mikhail_Stiskin  
 
32. Stroytransgaz board approves RUB19.6bn extra shares  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of construction company Stroytransgaz has approved an 
additional issue of 4.268m shares worth RUB19.634bn, the company 
said.  Stroytransgaz' current charter capital amounts to RUB113.658m, including 
4.268m common shares and 278,055 of preferred stock.  The company previously 
announced it would offer the new shares by private subscription to several investors. 
 

DIVDENDS 
33. Russia’s consolidation plans could increase dividends for Gazprom, 
Rosneft 
UralSib 
25 May 2012 
 
Rosneftegas to serve as an umbrella company. President Vladimir Putin has ordered 
the cabinet to draw up a plan for the privatization of state-controlled energy 
companies controlled by the 100% state-owned firm Rosneftegas. However, 
Rosneftegas, which currently owns 75.2% in Rosneft, 10.7% in Gazprom and 
controlling blocks in regional gas distribution companies, will remain a shareholder in 
the companies until at least 2015. 
 
Rosneftegas to channel cash among state-controlled energy firms. From yesterday’s 
comments by Putin and his press secretary we understand that Rosneftegas may 
acquire more government-controlled firms and may have to recapitalize some of 
them using dividends, and possibly privatization proceeds, from others. That should 
increase the sale price of those state companies that seem seriously undervalued 
right now. 
 
Promising for Gazprom, Rosneft dividends. There are many uncertainties about this 
arrangement, which we expect the cabinet should clarify within a week or two. 
However, we think that, in order inject cash into its other subsidiaries, Rosneftegas 
will make an effort to collect more dividends from its current key holdings, Rosneft 
and Gazprom. In 2012, it should receive RUB27.4 bln ($880 mln) from Rosneft and 
RUB22.8 bln ($735 mln) from Gazprom. We have Buy recommendations for both 
names. 
 
Alexei Kokin  



 
34. AFK Sistema – Meeting with management 
Renaissance Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
Today (25 May), we release Russia: AFK Sistema – Meeting with management. 
In this note, we discuss the highlights from our meeting with Sistema (SSA) CEO 
Mikhail Shamolin in Moscow yesterday (24 May). 
 
India remains a challenge for SSA and in this regard we agree with SSA’s approach 
to the issue. If recommendations submitted by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 
India (TRAI) for government approval are accepted, SSA’s existing frequencies will 
cost the company an additional $6bn. However, SSA has said the only acceptable 
way forward would be to hold an auction with a starting price of zero, given that it 
has already made an initial payment of $460mn for the 5MHz spectrum licence and 
the substantial capex it has spent in India to date. Failing this it would consider 
pulling out of India. Currently SSA has minimised cash inflow (capex and opex) to its 
Indian operations. The auction is expected to be held before September, hence we 
believe there will be clarity on the conditions of the auction in June/July. According to 
SSA’s estimates the total cash impairment would be $1.5bn if it decided to pull out of 
India. SSA might also transfer debt from Shyam TeleServices Ltd (SSTL) to its 
holding level, as current rates on SSTL debt are much higher. The Russian 
government is supportive of SSA and once there is clarity on the Indian licence 
auction it will discuss further steps with the company regarding its 17% SSTL stake. 
 
Oil & gas. Talks between SSA and India’s Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) to 
sell a 25% stake in Bashneft to ONGC have not borne fruit thus far, as ONGC is 
ready to pay a lower price than SSA expects. Hence, SSA has negotiated with other 
companies, including private equity funds. SSA management believes a Bashneft IPO 
outside Russia is also an option for SSA to monetise a minority stake. SSA is not 
considering selling the whole company, which has stable cashflows. Shamolin is 
confident that SSA will retain the Trebs and Titov oil field. As for Russneft, SSA 
wants to make the company more attractive and currently the company’s debt load 
is still high at 4x 2012E net debt/EBITDA with a target of less than 2x (SSA sees a 
$70/bl oil price level as the minimum level for the company to remain viable). 
Shamolin believes that Mikhail Gutseriev, a 49% stakeholder in Russneft, runs the 
business very well (for example debt reduction is ahead of schedule). 
 
Shareholder remuneration. SSA’s investment philosophy is: 1) increase the value of 
existing assets; 2) increase SSA's cash position (it wants net cash at a holding 
level); 3) the payment of a higher dividend (increase the proportion of available cash 
for dividend distribution); 4) purchase assets via a leveraged buyout (not through 
debt raising at the SSA level). Sectors SSA is considering for a possible buyout are 
mostly adjacent to sectors in its current portfolio. We are positive on the dividend 
increase and we think SSA can afford it given the cash inflows from subsidiaries in 
terms of dividends and monetisation of the assets ($1-1.5bn pa with one-third 
distributed as dividends is a feasible set-up, in our view). Finally, SSA’s $300mn 
share buyback will be reviewed soon and we think it is likely to be approved and will 
provide major support for the stock. We reiterate our BUY rating on the stock. 
 
35. Aeroflot May Up 2011 Dividends 66% 
RIA Novosti 
23 May 2012 



 
Russia's flagship air carrier Aeroflot may increase its 2011 dividends by 66 percent 
from 2010, to 1.8081 rubles per share, the company said on Tuesday. 
 
The total volume of dividends may amount to 2 billion rubles, which is 20 percent of 
the company’s 2011 RAS net profit. 
 
Aeroflot’s dividend payments in 2010 were 10 percent of its net profit of 1.2 billion 
rubles. 
 
The company saw its 2011 IFRS net profit double year on year to $491 million. The 
growth resulted from the increased volume of operations, the sale of stakes in 
subsidiaries and the swapping of 52.8 percent of shares in Terminal OJSC for the 
shares of Moscow Airport Sheremetyevo (MASH). 
 
36. Norilsk board recommends RUB196/share dividend 
Renaissance Capital 
May 25, 2012 
 
Event: Yesterday (24 May), Norilsk Nickel announced the Board of Directors has 
recommended a RUB196/share ($6.18/share at current spot) dividend for 2011, 
which is above our estimate of $5.97/share. This implies net income of $4.7bn at a 
25% payout ratio if this is in line with the usual 20-25% policy, which would be 
broadly in line with the $5bn guidance given by the CEO in media interviews earlier 
this year, and above our $4.5bn clean net income forecast. 
 
Action: Positive for Norilsk Nickel due to net income implications, as well as for 
current holders, in our view. However, the stock has traded ex-dividend since 
Tuesday (22 May). 
 
Rationale: The dividend still has to be approved at the AGM. RUSAL remains in need 
of dividends and we have concerns that Interros and management may vote against 
a dividend, which could further stress the balance sheet and prompt a fire sale. 
Interros, however, has a large outstanding debt to VTB, so it will also have a need 
for this cash. Therefore, we expect the dividend to be paid. A fall of $0.55/ADR on 
Tuesday (vs a flat market) when the stock went ex-dividend suggests to us that this 
is being priced into the stock. However, Interros did participate in the buybacks last 
year and we would expect it to be able to take more pain than RUSAL through non-
payment of dividends. We believe there is a risk, albeit a small one, that the 
dividend is not paid. 
 
37. Surgutneftegaz BoD recommends dividends for 2011 
VTB Capital 
May 21, 2012 
 
– RUB 0.6 and RUB 2.15 for ordinary and preferred shares – in line with expectations 
for prefs 
 
News: According to Vedomosti, Surgutneftegaz's Board of Directors has 
recommended dividends for 2011 in the amount of RUB 2.15 and RUB 0.6 per 
ordinary and preferred share, respectively (or USD 0.07 and USD 0.02 at the 
average 2011 exchange rate). 
 



Our View: The suggested dividends for preferred shares (USD 0.7) came in line with 
expectations, providing investors with a healthy 14.7% dividend yield (as of CoB on 
Friday). The implied dividend yield for ordinary shares stands at 2.4%, which is 
substantially lower than the 3.6% we expected. The record date was set prior to BoD 
meeting at 14 May. The recommended dividends are subject to approval byt 
Surgutneftegaz's AGM on 29 June. 
 
38. TMK's Board of Directors recommends dividends of USD 0.37/GDR; a 
3.3% yield 
VTB Capital 
May 21, 2012 
 
News: TMK's Board of Directors has recommended dividends of USD 0.37/GDR. The 
record date is 21 May. 
 
Our View: The proposed dividend implies a 20% payout of net income for 2011, 
which is a 3.3% dividend yield. In our view, TMK has found a good balance between 
debt servicing and shareholder returns. 
 
39. TNK-BP announces dividends for full 2011 - above our expectations - 
positive 
VTB Capital 
May 22, 2012 
 
News: According to Interfax, TNK-BP is to pay dividends in the amount of USD 0.32 
(RUB 9.96). 
 
Our View: This amount implies dividend yields of 12% for ordinary shares and 14% 
for preferreds, which is significantly above our expectations of USD 0.24 per share. 
TNK-BP once again supported its status as the best dividend payer among Russian 
oils. This is strongly positive for the company and the sector overall. 
 
40. Acron's board recommended paying 2011 dividends at RUB175  
bne  
25 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of Acron recommended paying 2011 dividends at RUB175 per 
common share compared to RUB40 paid out in 2011, the company said.  Acron 
already paid RUB129 per share in interim dividends, meaning the company will pay 
an additional RUB46.  Acron's capital is divided into 47,687,600 common shares. 
41. VSMPO-Avisma may pay RUB305.8m in 2011 dividends  
bne  
25 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of VSMPO-Avisma recommended paying a total of RUB305.8m 
in dividends for 2011, or RUB26.52 per common share, the company said.  The 
board's recommendations will be deliberated at the company's AGM of shareholders 
scheduled to take place on June 29. 
42. Domodedovo passenger service to pay RUB8.85bn in 2011 dividends  
bne  
25 May, 2012   
 



Domodedovo Passenger Terminal will pay RUB8.85bn in dividends for 2011, the 
company said.  The company is managed by Airport Management Company 
Limited.  The company's net profit rose 27.6% on the year to RUB3.93bn in 2011, as 
calculated under RAS. 
43. First Cargo Company board recommends no dividends for H2 2011  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of First Cargo Company has recommended not to pay out 
dividends to the company's shareholders for July-December 2011, Prime 
reported.  First Cargo Company paid RUB10.3bn in dividends for January-June 2011 
to Russian Railways, or almost its entire net profit for this period. The company's 
dividends for 2010 amounted to around RUB10bn. 
44. GAZ Group's chairman will recommend paying dividends for 2011  
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
GAZ Group's Chairman Siegfried Wolf at an upcoming board of directors meeting will 
recommend paying dividends for 2011, he said, cited by Prime.  "We need to pay 
dividends. I will raise the question at the board of directors meeting scheduled for 
the next week," Wolf said.  The company has not paid dividends since 2007. 
45. Gazprom may pay RUB 87.9 per share in 2011 dividends  
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
Gazprom's board of directors recommended paying RUB8.97 per share in dividends 
for 2011 compared to RUB3.85 per share for 2010, the company said in a 
statement.  The shareholders will consider the recommendation at annual meeting 
scheduled for June 29. 
46. Kamaz board plans to recommend against 2011 dividends  
bne  
23 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors truck maker Kamaz plans to recommend paying no dividends 
for 2011, CEO Sergei Kogogin said, cited by Prime.  Kamaz did not pay dividends in 
2009 and 2010. 
47. MICEX-RTS will direct 10% of 2011 IFRS profit in dividends payment  
bne  
22 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of MICEX-RTS bourse recommended allocating 10% of its 
IFRS profit toward dividend payments for 2011, Chairman Sergei Shvetsov said.  The 
stock exchange reported earlier that its net profit amounted to RUB6.7bn in 2011. 
48. NOMOS-Bank's board decided against dividends for 2011  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
The board of NOMOS-Bank has recommended paying no dividends for 2011, the 
company announced.  The bank did not pay dividends for 2008–2010, either.  The 
bank’s net profit amounted to RUB4.48bn in 2011. 
49. Novoship will triple 2011 dividends to RUB631.6m  
bne  



22 May, 2012   
 
Shareholders of Novorossiisk Shipping Company, or Novoship, have approved 
increasing dividend payments for 2011 to RUB631.563m, or RUB2 per common and 
preferred share, from RUB236.836m, or RUB0.75 per share, paid for 2010, the 
company said.  Novoship's losses for 2011 calculated under RAS amounted to 
RUB468.078m. The board of directors recommended to cover the losses from 
undistributed profit for previous periods. 
50. RusHydro board suggests paying RUB2.5bn in 2011 dividends  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of RusHydro recommended paying RUB0.00789317 per share, 
or a total of RUB2.5bn in dividends for 2011, the company said.  RusHydro's RAS net 
profit fell 19% to RUB30.62bn in 2011. The board also recommended spending 
RUB1bn on the innovative development and allocating RUB1.5bn to a reserve fund. 
51. Tolmachevo Airport's shareholders approved paying RUB42m in 2011 
dividends  
bne  
23 May, 2012   
 
Shareholders of Tolmachevo Airport have approved paying RUB41.98m in dividends 
for 2011 as compared to RUB18.18m for the previous year, reads the company's 
statement.  The airport paid out dividends for 2010 only on preferred shares, namely 
RUB11.69 per share.  
52. Transaero's board approved doubling 2011 dividends to RUB67.7m  
bne  
23 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of Transaero has recommended to direct a total of RUB67.7m 
in dividends for 2011 as compared to RUB30.5m paid out for 2010, reads the 
company's statement.  The board advised paying 44 kopecks per share for 2011 as 
compared to 22 kopecks paid per share a year earlier. 
53. Transneft may pay 10% of net profit on preferred share dividends  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
The board of directors of Transneft has recommended allocating 15% and 10% of its 
net profit towards dividends on common and preferred shares for 2011, Igor 
Dyomin, the company’s press secretary, said.  Transneft’s net profit amounted to 
RUB11.142bn in 2011, as calculated under RAS. 
54. UTair's board recommends raising 2011 dividends by 17%  
bne  
25 May, 2012   
 
The supervisory board of UTair has recommended increasing dividends by 16.7% to 
RUB0.14 per common share for 2011, according to the company’s data.  In 2010, 
the airline allocated 25% of net profit to dividends, paying RUB69.2m, or RUB0.12 
per share. 
55. Court prohibited VimpelCom to pay 2011 dividends  
bne  
24 May, 2012   



 
The Moscow Arbitration Court has finally upheld a claim filed by the antitrust service 
and prohibited VimpelCom and its parent company, Amsterdam-based VimpelCom 
Ltd., to pay 2011 dividends until the court's special order is issued, Kommersant 
reported.  According to the court's ruling, VimpelCom and its sole owner VimpelCom 
Ltd. are prohibited from putting into practice the decisions made at the annual 
general meeting of VimpelCom Ltd.'s shareholders.  In particular, VimpelCom is 
barred from paying dividends for 2011 or transferring the funds allocated for 
dividend payments to the company's accounts or to the accounts of any other firms 
at foreign banks. 
 

FUNDS, PRODUCTS 
56. Second-largest outflow from Russia in 2012 
UralSib 
May 25, 2012 
 
Fifth consecutive week of outflows from Russia funds. Russia- dedicated funds 
recorded outflows of $93 mln, or 0.72% of assets under management, for the week 
through to Wednesday. Both tradi- tional funds and ETFs suffered from investors 
taking money off the table, with the former losing $33 mln and the latter down by 
$59.6 mln. Thus, this marked a fifth consecutive week of outflows from Russia-
dedicated funds, which leaves the total YtD flows at a positive $930 mln. This was 
the second largest weekly outflow from Russian funds this year. 
 
GEM funds survive, as regional EM funds suffer. On the GEM?level the $79 mln in 
outflows from the BRIC fund category was fully?offset by GEM funds taking in $82 
mln, which is a negligible amount?given the total $320 bln of AUM in this fund 
category. Investors are still more focused on European issues and are in no rush to 
dramatically cut their holdings in emerging market equities. Total YtD inflows into 
the GEM fund category remained a positive $19.3 bln as of last week. On the country 
and regional level, however, outflows continued with regional and country funds spe- 
cialized in LatAm suffering more serious outflows, in fact the largest weekly outflow 
since last August. The total outflow for the region stood at $528 mln (1.36% of 
AUM), compared to $768 mln (0.35% of AUM) in outflows for Asian funds and $238 
mln (0.67% of AUM) for EMEA. 
 



 
 
 

EXCHANGES, REGULATIONS 
57. Rosneft: MSCI Reverses Decision to Increase FIF  
VTB Capital 
May 21, 2012 
 
- 1xADTV of passive and 3xADTV of active inflows put on hold - 10/40 allocation 
clouded again - MTS and Sistema group entity reemerging as candidates for 
maximum allocation in MSCI Russia 10/40 
 
News: MSCI issued a note on Friday indicating that the agency would reverse its 
decision to increase the FIF (foreign inclusion factor) for Rosneft as part of its May 
Semi Annual Index Review (SAIR) due to the uncertainty over the results of the 
company’s buyback.  
 
Our View: Effectively, the MSCI announcement means that Rosneft’s weight in the 
MSCI Russia Standard Index will not be increased by a third, from 5.27% to 7.03%, 
as part of the May SAIR as was previously expected. That move could have triggered 
net passive demand of USD 156.7mn (0.6x ADTV) and up to USD 700mn (2.6x 
ADTV) of inflows from actively managed mutual funds. These inflows are now not 
going to happen.?More importantly, we return to monitoring the relative 
performance of Rosneft, NOVATEK, Uralkali and the MTS+Sistema group entity in 
relation to the MSCI Russia 10/40 Index rebalancing scheduled for the close on 25 
May (effective after 31 May). As of now, Rosneft’s pro-forma weight in the MSCI 
Russia Standard stands at 5.27%, which is exactly the combined weight of MTS ADS 
+ the Sistema GDR group entity. Uralkali has 5.05% and has to outperform Rosneft 
and MTS+Sistema by 4.4pp. NOVATEK GDR has 4.88% (an 8pp outperformance is 
required). ?The uncertainty that has reemerged is clearly technically negative for 
Rosneft which, after the initial announcement on 15 May, was the indisputed leader 
in this MSCI 10/40 race. Now, up to USD 500mn of inflows expected to be 



reallocated from NOVATEK might not go into the name. Up to USD 400mn (8x ADTV) 
is likely to go to MTS ADS and as much as USD 100mn (10x ADTV) to Sistema GDR. 
?The emerging uncertainty regarding the 10/40 rebalancing might increase the 
volatility in the aforementioned stocks and trigger investors to prefer MTS and 
Sistema to Rosneft. This could lead to MTS and Sistema outperforming Rosneft in the 
course of the week. Thus, the inclusion of MTS and Sistema into the top four of the 
MSCI 10/40 Index might prove to be a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
 
58. Russia to Set Up Financial Stability Coucil 
RIA Novosti 
23 May 2012 
 
Russia's Finance Ministry is setting up a Financial Stability Council to study 
macroeconomic and credit-monetary policy and head off any new economic crisis, a 
Finance Ministry official said on Tuesday at RIA Novosti's Investment in Russia forum 
in Moscow. 
 
The decision to create the Council was taken at a meeting of the Presidential Council 
for development of the financial markets, under First Deputy Prime Minister Igor 
Shuvalov. 
 
"We plan to set up the Stability Council in 2013," said the Finance Ministry's Financial 
Policy Department representative, Andrei Lozovoi. 
 
The structure and functions of the council are now being discussed, "The council will 
consist of representatives of the Finance Ministry, Economic Development Ministry, 
Bank of Russia, Financial Markets Service and possibly someone from the new 
elements within the government," he said. 
 
"The council will have characteristics reminiscent of the similar council in France, and 
also the open market council of the Federal Reserve in the United States," he added. 
 
It has not yet been decided which authority the council will work under the auspices 
of, he noted. "The question is open," he stated. "It could be part of the financial 
markets development council which is headed by Igor Shuvalov, or could be an 
institute in the Bank of Russia, or a structure under the president or government," he 
concluded. 
 
59. Finance Ministry to create Financial Stability Council in Russia  
bne  
23 May, 2012   
 
Finance Ministry is currently setting the Financial Stability Council to oversee the 
country’s macroeconomic and loan policies, Andrei Lozovoi, a representative from 
financial policy department, said, Prime repaired.  “Representatives from the Finance 
and Economic Development ministries, central bank, the Federal Financial Markets 
Services, and, perhaps, certain recently appointed cabinet ministers will be 
appointed to the council,” Lozovoi said.  Lozovoi did not specify the institution under 
which the committee will operate. 
 

KAZAKH STOCKS 
60. Kazakh Banks: Halyk Bank: Buyback is on the Agenda 



VTB Capital Research 
May 23, 2012  
 
Today, Halyk bank reported that its major shareholder, Almex Group, had 
transferred to the bank the right to buy back Halyk’s 196mn preferred shares 
purchased by Samruk Kazyna Fund in 2009. Halyk plans to exercise the option in 
June-July 2012. Interfax also quoted Halyk bank’s CEO Umut Shayakhmetova as 
saying that bank would purchase the right for the buyback (as it was with ordinary 
shares) with the price of the purchase to be announced later. She also claimed that 
the first stake would be purchased in late May-early June, with the total buyback to 
be finished in 2Q12. That would cut the bank’s CAR 1.0-1.5pp. 
 
BOTTOM LINE: The buyback will act as a trigger for the stock price, in our view, as 
we expect it to bring 12% EPS accretion, while the decline in capital adequacy would 
have a marginal effect as in 1Q12 the bank posted T1 CAR of 14.2% and Total CAR 
of 17.3% under IFRS. 
 
This further supports our bullish view on the stock. It remains our top pick in the FSU 
coverage universe and, in our view, is the best way to play out the restart of the 
credit cycle in Kazakhstan as well as the recovery in investor sentiment towards 
Kazakh banks, should they show consistent growth and an improvement in asset 
quality. Currently, the stock is trading on 2012F P/E of 5.6x, or a 15% discount to 
KKB, while on 2012F P/BV it is trading at 0.89x, or a 31% discount to GEM peers and 
a 27% discount to Sberbank. Meanwhile, in May the stock has been resilient: it is 
down 11% vs. Sberbank’s 18% decline and YTD it is still up 23%. 
 
Mikhail Shlemov 
Svetlana Aslanova 
 
 

UKRAINE STOCKS 
61. Another nail in the coffin, Alfa Bank drops coverage of Ukraine banks 
bne 
22 May 2012 
 
Alfa Bank drove another nail into Ukraine’s coffin by giving up on following the 
banking sector.  
 
The Bank said in note released to its research distribution list: “We are dropping 
coverage of Raiffeisen Bank Aval and Ukrsotsbank due to low share liquidity. Our 
previous ratings, E/W on Ukrsotsbank and O/W on Raiffeisen Bank Aval, are no 
longer in effect. We believe that investors seeking exposure to CIS banks can find 
more liquid opportunities within our coverage universe of banks in Russia and 
Kazakhstan.” 
 
Only last week shares on Ukraine’s exchange fell further than those in Greece after 
voters there failed to elect a new government thus sparking a fresh wave of panic on 
international markets.  
 
Banking in CEE remains one of the most attractive sectors on offer, and the 
suspension of coverage by Alfa this week contrast dramatically to the end of 2006 



and 2007 when there was a gold rush by international banks to Kyiv to snap up 
banking assets in what was supposed to be the Next Big Thing.  
 
The government’s failure to follow through on any sort of capital market reform 
means the daily turnover on the local leading UX exchange is a paultry $2m-$10m in 
contrast to the billions of dollars a day in Russia, relegating Ukraine to less than a 
backwater.  
 
62. Agroton: Under review 
Phoenix 
May 24, 2012 
 
ALERT We are suspending our recommendation on Agroton Public Ltd. (AGT PW), a 
Ukrainian-based mid-scale diversified agriculture holding company, and put it under 
review acting on the premise that (1) the company’s financials have fallen far below 
our initial forecast (2) risk of illiquidity. Turbulence in the global stock market 
reinforces the existing material risks, thus making us reconsider the prospects of 
Agroton’s shares. 
 
Dismal financials. The company posted a net loss of $2.1 mln compared to a net 
profit of $15.7 mln in 2010. Gross profit decreased by 31.8% Y-o-Y to $27.9 mln, 
while EBITDA fell 46.9% Y-o-Y to $18.6 mln. EBITDA margin came to 15.3% in 2011 
as compared to 36.1% in 2010. 
 
Buoyed down by uncertainty of liquidity. In 2011, auditing of the company’s 
financials has shed light on some potential problems with AGT’s display of revenues 
and also a large share of accounts payable ($40 mln). Without a clear understanding 
of Agroton’s plans for development - we assume the chance of solvency 
deterioration. 
 
63. LUHANSKTEPLOVOZ: TRANSFER PRICING TO STAY FOR NOW 
Art Capital 
May 22, 2012 
 
We cut the 12-month target by 8% to $0.66 keeping the BUY rating unchanged. The 
company ended 2011 with EBITDA margin 1 pp higher than we expected and a $9 
mn net profit instead of a projected $0.3 mn. On the other hand, the continued 
practice of transfer pricing under contracts with Russian Railways will hamper 
profitability growth in 2012. Instead of supplying 300 electric locomotives to 
Ukrzaliznytsya (UZ), Luhanskteplovoz will supply only bodywork and bogies, worth 
an estimated 9% of the company’s revenue in 2012-16. The loss of a direct contract 
with UZ to another Transmashholding (TMH) subsidiary implies the effect of transfer 
pricing will play a larger role on the company’s bottom line in the next five years. 
 
Stronger than expected 2011 results. The company’s $9 mn net income in 2011 
outperformed our $0.3 mn forecast in part due to a 1pp higher operating margin. 
Luhanskteplovoz increased gross margin by 6 pp to 15% in 2H2011, which allowed 
the company to come out in the black. The profits were retained by the company to 
replenish working capital, since the government still owes LTPL almost $30 mn in 
VAT arrears. 
Transfer pricing with Russian Railways persists. In 1Q2012 Luhanskteplovoz sold 20 
locomotive sections at a 25% discount to Russian Railways, which owns a 25% stake 
in Transmashholding, in turn a majority shareholder of Luhanskteplovoz. The 



practice of transfer pricing will keep the margins from growing in 2012. On top of 
that, the involvement of Luhanskteplovoz in electric locomotive production under the 
contract with UZ will be limited to bodywork and bogie assembly for another TMH 
subsidiary, Novocherkassk Electric Locomotive Plant, which opens the door to 
transfer pricing in this segment as well. The arrangement also precludes LTPL from 
supplying electric locomotives for UZ in the midterm. 
UZ orders scaled down. Ukrzaliznytsya constantly delays payment for locomotives 
and railcars it orders due to lack of financing. Some progress has been made 
recently as the state monopoly selected Morgan Stanley to raise $1 bn for rolling 
stock renewal. We expect the money to be spent on purchasing electric locomotives 
in Russia and Georgia. At the same time, the purchases of suburban trains produced 
by Luhanskteplovoz are likely to be scaled down, since Ukrzaliznytsya loses $390 mn 
annually on reduced fare of subsidized passengers on suburban trains. 
TP justifies a BUY rating. Our target price is based on a combination of DCF fair value 
of $0.78 and peer-group valuation of $0.55. The target price of $0.66 implying a 
136% upside supports a BUY rating on LTPL stock with a 12-month horizon 
 
64. Ovostar Union [Not Rated] — Announces SPO 
Dragon Capital 
May 24, 2012 
 
News: WSE-listed Ukrainian egg producer Ovostar Union, announced an SPO and as 
of yesterday entered into a placement agreement regarding the issue up to 520,000 
of new ordinary shares through an offering with the exclusion of pre-emptive rights. 
The new shares will account for approx. 8% of outstanding shares after the capital 
increase and the whole issue will be offered to the principal shareholder Prime One 
Capital Limited, a company controlled by Ovostar’s Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, Vitaliy Veresenko, and CEO Borys Bielikov. At the same time, the major 
shareholders plan to sell some of their shares via a public offering to investors and to 
use the proceeds from the offering to subscribe for newly issued shares. However, in 
the case of demand exceeding the number of shares offered to the principal 
shareholder, the latter may sell more of its shares, but not more than 2%. The price 
at which the shares will be issued and offered to the principal shareholder will be 
equal in PLN terms to the price at which the shares will be sold to institutional 
investors during the SPO. (Company) 
 
Dragon view: Ovostar plans to use SPO proceeds along with cash flows from 
operations and bank loans to finance its new investment program announced last 
month. Ovostar plans to invest $16.4m in 8M12 to complete reconstruction of its 
poultry houses to increase its egg production capacity. We clearly understood from 
the company’s statement on the SPO that there will be no exit for the majority 
shareholder company and the secondary shares sale is a technical exercise intended 
to speed up the share capital increase. All new shares will be bought by the majority 
shareholder pro rata to his sale of existing shares.  
 
65. Ovostar cancels new share issue 
Foyil Securities 
May 25, 2012 
 
Ovostar (OVO PW), a major Ukrainian producer of shell eggs and egg products, has 
cancelled the planned new share issue, announced on May 23. According to the 
management, the price offered by investors implied a discount to the current market 



price, and thus the management decided to finance the company growth from the 
company’s own operating cash flows and available debt financing.  
 
Our view: This news is POSITIVE for the company’s stock as Ovostar has broken 
uncertainty regarding the new share issue and offering price. We expect the stock 
price to rebound by some 10% to the price the stock was traded before the previous 
share issue announcement. We consider that Ovostar, with a net cash position of 
USD 14m and LTM EBITDA of USD 23m, is able to execute its development through 
increase in leverage. Ovostar’s stock is currently traded in line with the Ukrainian 
agro peers average and with a 65% discount at 4.4x of 2012e P/E and 3.3x of 2013e 
P/E compared to the global peers average of 12.1x and 10.3x respectively. 
 
66. Ukrainian stock exchange to launch grain and corn futures trading  
bne  
21 May, 2012   
 
The Kyiv-based PFTS stock exchange plans to launch trading with futures for the 
supply of grain and corn, reads bourse's release.  "The exchange has drawn up a 
plan to launch trading with futures contracts for corn, short specifics, and a 
procedure for supplies under the futures contract have been composed. An analysis 
of advantages and drawbacks of the products compared to rivals has been 
conducted, and consultations with nongovernmental organizations and analytical 
agencies have been held to draw up a strategy to popularize the product," reads 
PFTS release.  The exchange did not disclose the date of the trading launch. 
 

EURASIAN STOCKS 
67. Georgia: GR to raise more than US$ 200mn on LSE 
BG Capital 
May 22, 2012  
 
Georgian Railway announced that it is aiming to raise around US$ 200-250mn on the 
London Stock Exchange through GDRs. The company was valued at US$ 800-
1000mn while the GDR price was set at around US$ 15.25-19.00. The company 
plans to use the proceeds to invest in infrastructure and the dealing on LSE’s main 
market is expected to begin on May 24. 
 
68. Ivanhoe files preliminary prospectus for US$1.8bn rights offering 
Visor Capital  
May 24, 2012  
 
Impact: POSITIVE 
 
Facts/News. Ivanhoe Mines yesterday published preliminary prospectus for its 
US$1.8bn rights offering, in which all existing shareholders may participate on an 
equal and proportional basis. The Company has amended certain terms of its 
agreement with its majority shareholder Rio Tinto (RIO LN), which has been signed 
earlier in April. 
 
Ivanhoe and Rio Tinto have agreed to price the rights offering in the final prospectus. 
Previously announced subscription price for the rights offering of US$8.34/share has 
now been removed. Rio Tinto will take up its full subscription privilege based on its 
51% shareholding. 



 
Analysis. According to the Company, new shares of Ivanhoe Mines will be offered to 
its shareholders at a discount to the Company’s current market price. We note that 
even without a discount to current price, the new issue may cause a 28% share 
dilution and a 23% dilution of the Company’s 2016F EPS, which is the first year when 
the Company may show strong operations, based on our analysis. 
 
Conclusion. As the current market price of Ivanhoe’s shares is higher than the 
removed subscription price, we expect short-term positive share impact. However, 
we still think that the potential for Rio or another strategic investor to buy-out 
Ivanhoe was the main value driver for the stock in the past years. It compensated 
some of the other recent difficulties over the Company’s operations. We anticipate 
further negative newsflow on the Company’s development may compensate 
speculative aspect of the investment case. We thus maintain our SELL rating. 
 
Stanislav Chuyev 
 
69. Kazakhtelecom, Life After Dividends: Looking for New Catalysts 
Aton 
22 May 2012 
 
We reiterate our BUY rating on Kazakhtelecom. We believe that the stock’s potential 
was overshadowed in 2008-11 by the murky prospects for the K-Cell stake’s 
monetisation and later by corporate governance concerns over the distribution of 
dividends. The K-Cell stake has now been sold, the record date for the extraordinary 
KZT19,888/share dividend has passed and the stock’s performance should be mainly 
driven by Kazakhtelecom’s fundamentals, which look strong to us. With its extensive 
network and near-monopoly status, Kazakhtelecom is positioned to benefit from the 
broadband boom in Kazakhstan. For our detailed operational forecast, please refer to 
our report Kazakhtelecom: Cash Cow at the Price of a Calf, released 27 Apr 2012. 
 
Tuning our model to management’s FY12 guidance. We have adjusted our forecast to 
take into account the guidance provided by management last week: FY12E profit 
from operations of KZT22bn (up 28% YoY, vs Aton’s previous forecast of KZT20bn), 
net income of KZT221bn (vs Aton’s KZT189bn) and capex of KZT60bn (vs KZT65bn). 
 
Where we differ from the street. The company targets a 22% mobile market share 
by 2017, which has been sceptically received by the market. Although management’s 
plans seem overambitious to us as well, we deem a 14% market share (in subscriber 
terms) achievable by 2017. We believe it is inaccurate to assume that the company’s 
LTE licence (the only one in Kazakhstan) has no value while broadband penetration is 
just 20%, 3G has yet to be developed on a large scale and mobile competition is 
relatively benign. We expect the wireless division to contribute 9% of sales in 2015. 
 
Lavish new dividend policy. On 8 May, Kazakhtelecom’s AGM adopted a pay-out ratio 
of 30% (vs the previous 17.5%), which translated into a 5% dividend yield for 
common and 7% for preferred shares. On our estimates, the company should repay 
its debt in 2015 and could return to paying extra dividends as early as 2016. 
 
Lack of further catalysts? The K-Cell sale and record dividends (which were approved 
by the governmental stakeholder Samruk-Kazyna and influential minority 
shareholders) could be just the first step in crystallising shareholder value, in our 
view. Poor liquidity is hindering the stock’s appreciation, which we estimate could be 



resolved via an SPO or LSE listing. If management’s financial guidance is achieved 
and the company’s LTE project is launched in 2H12, investor views on the stock 
could improve. The IPO of 25% of K-Cell in 2012-13 (pre-agreed with TeliaSonera), 
followed by an additional payment in Kazakhtelecom’s favour would also be 
supportive, in our view. 
 
The stock is currently valued at only 2.3x FY12 OIBDA. After fine-tuning our model 
we slightly changed our TP to 37,870 per common share (vs KZT37,756 previously) 
and 32,189 per preferred share (vs KZT32,093). Based on our fair value (TP 
discounted to the current time), Kazakhtelecom would trade at a FY12 EV/OIBDA of 
5.1x and PE of 16x (adjusted on the one-off gain), which does not seem excessive 
for a company with 2011-15E OIBDA and profit CAGRs of 13% and 23%, 
respectively. 
 
Kazakhtelecom’s current valuation ratios are striking: the stock is trading at a FY12E 
EV/OIBDA of just 2.3x (Aton estimate) vs its EM fixed-line peers’ 4.8x, while its 
FY12E P/E reaches 7.3x vs EM’s 12.3x. 
 
70. Georgian Railways puts off LSE IPO due to market conditions  
bne  
24 May, 2012   
 
JSC Georgian Railways, which had planned an IPO of up to 25% of the shares on the 
LSE on May 24, has postponed its placement due to unfavorable market conditions, 
Georgian Prime Minister Nika Gilauri said, Interfax reported.  "We had consultations 
with bankers, investors, and experts and decided to put off this operation for the 
future, when the situation on financial markets improves," the prime minister said. 
 

SE STOCKS 
71. Following IPO, Zeta Petroleum aims to advance Romanian gas assets 
 Zeta 
 May 25, 2012 
  
 Romanian focused oil and gas explorer and developer; Zeta Petroleum plc is pleased 
to announce its Initial Public Offering (IPO) has closed oversubscribed. 
  
 The IPO, which was lead managed by Patersons Securities and supported by Pursuit 
Capital, raised AUS8.35 million through the issue of 41.7 million CHESS Depositary 
Interests at 20 cents with one free attaching option exercisable at 20 cents. The 
Company is planning to list on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) in early 
May, trading under the ASX code ZTA. 
  
 Zeta Petroleum's Managing Director Stephen West said the Company was now 
looking forward to commencing drilling at the Bobocu Gas Field and Jimbolia Oil 
Field, bringing both fields into production by 2013 and maturing the booked 
contingent resources into reserves. 
  
 "The funds raised will primarily be used to appraise and develop the Bobocu Gas 
Field, which has contingent resources of 44.36 Bcf and prospective resources of 
14.09 Bcf. In addition we plan to appraise and develop the Jimbolia Oil Field, which 
has prospective resources of 1.72 MMbbl. 
  



 "We expect the Bobocu Gas Field to be in full field production by the middle of 2013, 
which corresponds with the expected deregulation of the Romanian gas market. We 
expect this EU sanctioned deregulation to more than double the current gas price of 
USD4.25/Mscf. Bobocu is a very attractive gas redevelopment project in a country 
with a deep and mature gas market that imports over 30% of its natural gas 
demand," he said. 
  
 Finally, Mr West commented on future growth opportunities "We are also looking to 
acquire additional oil and gas production assets in the region that we expect to be 
highly value accretive." 
  
 The Company's corporate advisors, Pursuit Capital, said the local and international 
markets' response to Zeta's IPO was very positive considering the challenging nature 
of the current global equity markets for IPOs. 
  
72. Romania reiterates eurobond plans for 2012 
 bne 
 May 22, 2012 
  
 A sale of international bonds in the third quarter and scaling back domestic debt 
issuance is on Romania's financial to-do list. Worries Greece will exit the euro 
disrupting the markets is the main reason for the moves, the country's deputy 
finance minister told Bloomberg.  
  
 Romania raised a record RON26bn (EUR5.68bn) at home in the January-March 
period and is sticking with a plan to sell as much as EUR2.5bn of bonds on global 
markets this year, depending on market conditions, Deputy Finance Minister Cristian 
Sporis said. 
  
 ìWe want to be a constant issuer on the international markets,î Sporis said. ìWe said 
we'll issue EUR2.5bn this year so we'll try to issue that amount.î 
  
 First-quarter treasury-bond and bill sales rose more than 50% from a year earlier as 
wage cuts and a tax increase aimed at trimming the budget deficit bolstered 
investors' optimism toward the country. Romania, which exited a EUR20bn bailout 
led by the IMF in 2011 after its deepest recession on record, has also raised 
USD2.25bn abroad this year, Bloomberg reported May 21. 
  
 Romania won't be forced to sell bonds abroad as it has a cushion of about EUR4bn 
and is in line for a EUR1bn backstop from the World Bank, pending approval at a 
June meeting of the Washington-based lender, Sporis said. 
  
 ìWe have a buffer and we're not caught in a corner to issue at any cost, unlike some 
countries,î he said. The World Bank loan ìwill be at our disposal any time we want to 
draw on it, for which we will be paying a commitment fee.î 
  
 Romania also has a two-year EUR5bn precautionary agreement from the IMF and 
the EU, which was agreed on last year after the bailout expired. 
  
  
73. Romanian Fondul Proprietatea - secondary listing update  
 Raiffeisen  
 May 25, 2012 



  
  
 Fondul Proprietatea (FP) informed about the current status of the process for a 
secondary listing on Warsaw Stock Exchange. The fund is aiming to complete the 
process by the end of the year but the deadline depends on the actual date when 
there will be a connection between the two depositaries. FP announced that it 
selected the consortium which would manage the listing, namely JP Morgan and 
Unicredit as global managers and KBC as co-manager. Moreover, it seems that the 
fund will aim for a technical listing without the any simultaneous shares offering, the 
foreign investors having the chances to buy FP shares later through placements. 
  
74. Romanian Transgaz regulated return on assets set at 7.72% 
 Raiffeisen  
 May 25, 2012 
  
 The regulatory authority in the energy sector (ANRE) approved the regulated return 
on assets (ROR) to be used for the next regulatory period of five years (July 2012 - 
June 2017). The rate stands at 7.72%, down from 7.88% over the present 
regulatory period ending next month. We remind that the ROR is used to calculate 
the return on the regulated asset base (RAB). According to the revenues cap 
methodology governing the domestic transport activity of Transgaz, the return is 
then added to the agreed level of Operating Expenses (OPEX) and the regulated 
depreciation of the asset base to determine the regulated revenues. The ROR is in 
real terms and pre-tax. ANRE also proposed a higher ROR to be used for the 
investments commissioned over the next regulatory period of 9.13% (with the 
7.72% ROR to be used only for the existing asset base), as an incentive for new 
investments. 
  
 

CE STOCKS 
75. Allami Nyomda 1Q12 net profit falls slightly short of market 
expectations  
Erste 
May 23, 2012 
 
ANY published its 1Q12 IFRS consolidated result. Net profit was HUF 152.6mn, down 
31.7% y/y, but significantly up q/q (~100%). The result is slightly below the 
consensus and our forecast. A one-off item boosted 1Q11 sales (an exported security 
product with an estimated value of HUF 400mn). Leaving aside this one-off, sales 
stagnated.  
 
While the EBITDA margin increased slightly to 10.5% (from 10% a year ago), 
operating profit fell, on lower incomes and higher depreciation. EBIT fell 21% y/y 
and net was down 32% y/y in 1Q12.  
 
The headcount will be reduced and a restructuring move (closing the its printing 
factory in Paszto and moving the activity to the Budapest facility) will cause an 
additional cost of some HUF 80mn this year, but this should improve operating profit 
by HUF 151mn from next year, according to management.  
 
The results are in line with expectations, lagging only slightly behin. On the other 
hand, the HUF 150mn cost efficiency step is clearly good news.  



 
76. Eurocash's BoD proposes FY11 dividends to the AGM  
Renaissance Capital 
May 22, 2012 
 
Event: Eurocash (Poland's largest wholesale distributor of FMCG) announced 
yesterday (21 May) that its board of directors has proposed a dividend payment of 
PLN25mn (PLN0.18/share) to the AGM. This corresponds to an 18% pay-out ratio 
(based on reported FY11 net income of PLN134mn) and implies a 0.46% dividend 
yield (based on Monday's closing price of PLN39.5/share). The AGM is scheduled for 
15 June. The record date is 2 July and, if the proposal is approved, the dividend 
payment will be executed by 7 July.  
 
Action: Neutral-to-positive for the stock, in our view.  
 
Rationale: DPS is down 51% YoY (from PLN0.37/share in FY10) and the dividend 
pay-out decreased from 39% in FY11. Nevertheless, considering that earlier 
management had commented that it could refrain from paying dividends or decide to 
pay less than usual due to high leverage (5.9x FY11 debt/EBITDA), after taking more 
than a PLN1bn loan for the Tradis' acquisition, we view the proposal as supportive of 
Eurocash's dividend policy and investor sentiment. The current action indicates to us 
that the company's priority is to generate a stable return for its shareholders even in 
times of a significant debt burden.  
 
77. Hungarian telecoms tax to be lowered for this year  
Equilor 
May 25, 2012 
 
Economic committee of Parliament proposed changes in new telecom tax that comes 
into effect from 1 July 2012. The most important modification would be the lowered 
cap of the tax to HUF 400 for retail and HUF 1400 for business clients. This is in-line 
with the request of the telecom companies. However from 2013, the companies 
would have to pay the HUF 2 tax with the original caps of HUF 700 and HUF 2500. 
According to previous information govt planned HUF 22bn in-flow this year of which 
Magyar Telekom's share would be an estimated HUF 10bn. This modification 
probably decreases the amount by HUF 1-3bn (or HUF 1-3 per Telekom shares). 
Thus the positive effect could be very limited for Magyar Telekom.  
 
78. Hungary to push pension funds to launch €100m of shares onto the 
market 
bne 
May 22, 2012 
 
The Hungarian government's campaign to finish off the country's private pension 
funds looks likely to hit the BUX, after an official from the ruling Fidesz party 
proposed that a forthcoming transfer of assets to the state can only take the form of 
cash or bonds.  
 
The government moved in 2010 to tear down the second-pillar of the Hungarian 
pension system, and effectively seized around €11bn worth of assets by threatening 
to block the state pension of anyone who did not elect to move their savings scheme 



back to the state. The deadline for move was March 2012, and the final assets are to 
be transferred by 12 October 2012.  
 
However, Gabriella Selmeczi, the Fidesz official that has fronted much of the bid to 
clean up the last of the private pension funds recently, has reportedly proposed 
limiting the transfer to cash and bonds, raising the risk of a sudden overhang of 
shares on the Budapest Stock Exchange. 
 
Analysts at Equilor report that according to the Hungarian Financial Regulator's data 
"there is an estimated HUF30bn (€100m) of equity portfolio ... that pension funds 
have to liquidate in the coming months if the proposal is approved by the parliament. 
This would mean a slight selling pressure on Hungarian stocks in the coming weeks 
and the effect could be more significant in small-cap companies." 
 
79. INA retains dividend  
Equilor 
May 23, 2012 
 
MOL, INA and the Croatian government agreed on INA's dividend schedule. Instead 
of paying the dividend, the amounts will be used for E&P processes in Croatia and 
across the Adriatic areas. This is not a surprise, but there have been communication 
battles between MOL and the locals over INA's dividend payment recently too.  
 
MOL investors didn't expect any major dividend from INA, therefore it is rather 
neutral for the group.  
 
80. Kellner raises PPF Group stake above 99%  
bne  
May 21, 2012 
 
  Raising Petr Kellner's stake above 99%, Jiri Smejc, until now the largest minority 
shareholder in closely-held Czech private equity company PPF Group, is to swap his 
5% stake for direct ownership stakes the group's banking assets in Russia, Greece 
and the Czech Republic.  
 
 Once the share swap is concluded, Petr Kellner will remain the largest shareholder in 
PPF with a 99.21% stake, reports Dow Jones. Ladislav Bartonicek and Jean-Pascal 
Duvieusart will own 0.53% and 0.26% stakes, respectively.   Smejc will exchange his 
stake in the holding group for shares in Czech-based consumer-loan firm Home 
Credit, Russian lender Nomos Bank and Greece's Piraeus Bank.  
81. Magyar Telekom CEO purchases stake in the company  
Renaissance Capital 
May 21, 2012 
 
Event: Magyar Telekom announced on Friday (18 May) that CEO Christopher 
Mattheisen purchased 41,095 Magyar Telekom shares at HUF438/share on 17 May. 
Following the transaction, Mattheisen holds a total of 60,136 Magyar Telekom 
shares.  
 
Action: Supportive for the stock, in our view.  
 



Rationale: The purchase of stock by the CEO demonstrates management confidence 
in the company and should be supportive for the stock, in our view. At current levels, 
Magyar yields 11.5% for 2012E, and although the CEO said there is a downside risk 
to the dividend, we think Magyar should be able to maintain DPS at HUF50/share, 
given its cash position. We think, all other things being equal, that further downside 
potential to the stock from current levels is limited.  
 
82. Magyar Telekom: New telecom tax to cost HUF10bn in 2012  
Erste 
May 23, 2012 
 
Magyar Telekom estimates that the impact of the new telecom tax would be around 
HUF 10bn in 2012, in addition to the HUF 24bn crisis tax this year. For 2013, MTel 
expects to pay around 50% of the HUF 44.4bn telecom tax budget, in line with its 
market share. The new telecom tax will be payable by telecom service providers, 
instead of consumers.  
 
If we assume that the tax is applied indefinitely, this would lead to an HUF 170 lower 
target price. In our last Company Update, we reduced our target price by only HUF 
80 to HUF 500. We would need to lower our target price further to around HUF 410, 
excluding any other changes in the forecast. We therefore remain comfortable with 
our Reduce recommendation.  
 
83. OTP announced dividend payment schedule  
Equilor 
May 24, 2012 
 
OTP announced it pays HUF 101.72 dividend per ordinary shares as its HUF 100 
dividend per share is adjusted to the number of the OTP's treasury shares. Dividend 
is payable on 11 June 2012, ex-div date is 31 May 2012. Dividend yield is 3%. It is 
in-line with earlier information, no effect on share price.  
 
84. Pegas Q112 results below our estimates, but better than the consensus  
KB 
May 24, 2012 
 
Results: The results lagged behind our estimates but beat( the consensus. The net 
result was significantly affected by one-off FX gains of more than EUR 5m (pre-tax). 
The yoy comparison is further blurred by higher installed capacity, which resulted in 
higher revenues (despite somewhat lower polymer prices) and higher depreciation 
charges.  
 
Main trends: Production volume increased 22% yoy to 21,074( tons, but part of the 
increase ended up in inventories. Pegas previously said it expects weaker demand in 
H112 and will build up its inventories, which it hopes to sell later this year. The 
company said it can store up to a month's production. Overall working capital 
increased EUR 5m and was the main driver of EUR 7m growth of net debt. Net debt 
to EBITDA increased from 3.27x to 3.37x in Q112. Personnel expenses net of FX and 
share option impact increased 7.2% yoy due to both hiring (the number of staff 
increased 6.3% yoy, on average) and wage increases. Interest expenses increased 
31% yoy as the company tapped more of its credit line to fund its expansion to 
Egypt. CAPEX dropped 44% yoy, and most of the EUR 8.2m was used for the 



expansion, while EUR 2.1 was maintenance. The management proposed increasing 
the dividend payout to EUR 1.05 per share (+5% yoy, dividend yield of 6.3%).  
 
Potential impact on forecasts: Q212 results will be( affected by a "perfect storm" of 
negative polymer price pass-through impact on EBITDA and FX losses. CZK has 
weakened against EUR 2.9% QTD, which implies a pre-tax FX loss of more than EUR 
3m. However, the company confirmed its 2012 guidance of 5-15% EBITDA growth.  
 
Potential impact on share price/recommendation: The results( lagged behind our 
estimates. The stock price has dropped 8% YTD. The confirmation of EBITDA 
guidance should calm investors ahead of the expected significant drop in reported 
figures for Q212 and we believe the stock has the potential to outperform the market 
in the coming months thanks to its non-cyclical nature and strong dividend yield. We 
keep our positive outlook for the company.  
 
Next events: The annual general meeting is scheduled for 15 June. Q212 results will 
be announced 30 August.( Best regards,  
 
85. Quiet summer trading on Baltic markets  
Swedbank 
May 25, 2012 
 
Tensions are growing in Greece and Europe because of the upcoming elections in 
Greece on 17th June. Due to negativity in Europe, Tallinn Stock Exchange has seen 
some selling pressure, and some insiders have reduced their positions as well. 
Gunnar Kobin, CEO of Ekspress Group, sold around 90,000 shares in EEG (320,000 
left), but continues to be one of the top ten shareholders in the company.  
 
We have seen institutional buying interest in Tallink and Ekspress Group. The largest 
cross trade was made in Tallinna Vesi where a block of 20,000 shares changed hands 
at the price of EUR 7.9. Overall it seems that the most liquid stocks ended week 
lower, Olympic Entertainment Group lost 2.1% and Tallink declined 2.7%.  
 
The market in Riga remained rather quiet as total weekly turnover reached EUR 
0.22m while OMXR index finished week almost unchanged. The activity will probably 
pick up next week as the companies are supposed to release its Q1 results before 
end of May.  
 
More than two thirds of turnover was recorded in the pharmaceutical companies- 
Olainfarm and Grindeks. Grindeks saw some selling pressure after Q1 financial 
results were announced on Friday thus causing a 5.6% loss in a week.  
 
NASDAQ OMX Vilnius investors were inactive this week, although the index ended up 
by 0.86%, and total turnover reached EUR 3m. The most actively traded shares were 
TEO LT, Apranga, and Invalda.  
 
On Thursday, May 24, Invalda announced the resolutions of the Extraordinary 
General Shareholders Meeting, where was decided to reduce the Authorized Capital 
of Invalda by LTL 5.7m, and start to acquire company's own shares again. The 
acquisition could be started during the 12 months period from the day of the 
resolution. The price limit was set at EUR 5 per share. The registration of the capital 
reduction is scheduled in August, and only after this procedure the next acquisition 
of own shares will be announced.  



 
86. S&P lowered SPTT outlook to BBB  
Equilor 
May 25, 2012 
 
S&P downgraded the long-term credit rating to BBB yesterday with a negative 
outlook citing higher pressure on domestic revenues. This is hardly surprising, as 
market players saw such signs earlier this year, and Telefonica was forced to utilize 
retained earnings in order to keep the dividend payment flat at CZK 40 per share. 
Therefore now it is a non-event.  
 
87. VIG Q112 results above our estimates thanks to strong CEE profit 
growth 
KB 
May 23, 2012 
 
The results: VIG beat both our and the consensus estimates as its gross written 
premium was up 5% yoy and net profit increased 8% yoy. Pre-tax profit was 
somewhat worse than the consensus, but still above our own estimate. The non-life 
segment's combined ratio decreased 1.4pp to 96.4%. The company praised its 
cooperation with Erste Group as this channel posted 15% growth in premiums.  
 
Main trends: The growth of premium was upheld by a strong performance in Austria 
P&C segment (+11.7% yoy) and the overall performance in Poland (+23.6%). 
Profitability, on the other hand, increased thanks to the CEE operations, namely 
Poland, where pre-tax profit was up EUR 6.7m. From the segment's point of view, 
the increase in pre-tax profit is fully attributable to property and casualty insurance 
(EUR 15m yoy), while the life segment's contribution decreased and the health 
segment's profit was little changed. Romanian operations remained in the red 
figures, even though the pre- tax loss was somewhat decreased thanks to stricter 
cost control and despite the drop in earned premiums. Even so, the country's 
combined ratio reached 112% (up from 110% a year ago). The drop in the overall 
combined ratio could be mostly attributed to Austria, where the figure dropped 2.2pp 
to only 91.8%, which is an extraordinary result. In Poland, which has a much lower 
weight in total operations, the drop was even sharper and the ratio dropped below 
100% for the first time (-2.5pp to 98.4%).  
 
Potential impact on forecasts: VIG repeated its goal of growing at above market 
average rates over the next few years, but gave no detailed guidance. The company 
wants to focus on organic growth this year, although it didn't rule out acquisitions. 
VIG had previously said it would be looking for expansion opportunities in Hungary 
and Poland and it can spend about EUR 1.2bn on acquisitions without having to ask 
shareholders for new capital.  
 
Potential impact on share price/recommendation: The results were better than our 
estimates and we will issue an update on the stock shortly as the share price 
dropped significantly since our last report in April. The stock has traded ex-dividend 
(EUR 1.1 per share) since 14 May.  
 
Next events: Conference call today at 3p.m. Q212 results announcement is 
scheduled for 22 August.  
 
 


